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However, most of these systems employ only single video
streams. There are few hardware of software infrastructure

In recent years, large number of cameras have been
installed in freeway and road environments. While the use
of some of thcse cameras is being automated through
computer vision, few computer vision systcms allow for
true wide-area large scaled automation. This paper
describes a distributed computing system capable of
managing an arbitrarily large sensor network nslng only
coinmoii computing and networking platforms. The
architecture is capable of handling many common
computer vision tasks, as well as the inler-sensor
communicatlon necessary for developing new algorithms
which employ data from multiple scnsors.
This systeni is tested with an algorithm which tracks moving
objects through n prototype camera network with
nondvcrlnpping fields of view in a college campus environment.
This aigorithui :iIIows Ihe system to mnintain the identity of n
trncked nbjccts 8s it lrnvcs nnd enters the nelds of view of
individual sensors. Such nn algorithm is necessary for
applications which require tracking objects over large distances
or over long periods ofliinc in nn environment without complete
sensor covcmp.
Index T c r m s S e n s o r fusion, computer vision, software
infrastructure.S E ~ E D I infmrtructur~

1. INCKODUCTION
TiuNSPOKrficiON

infrastnrcturcs arc bccoining increasingly

scnsorizcd. Most major urban frccway systcms currcntiy
cmploy largc networks ofpcrmancntly installed cameras for a
variety of purposes. Most of thcse senson are used simply for
tiicir raw data - a snapshot of current traffic conditions.
Coinputcr vision, howcvcr, allows for applications which
pruvidc proccsscd data. rather than raw video, to users. Such
data includcs statistical information such as traffic densities,
mcan velocity vs. tinic of day, or traftic volumc per lane. Some
of thcsc applications arc cun'ently being cxplorcd [ I].
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capable of fusing data from multiple sensors covering a large
area, despite the existence of many large scale sensor networks
in transportation environments [2]. This paper proposes a
hardware and s o h r e infrastructure capable of fusing data
from multiple sensors in real time. The system is tested with an
example application which tracks moving objects in a collcgc
campus which is sensorized with multiple cameras with
non-overlapping fields of few. The example application is
based on a vehicle-matching algorithm which re-identifies
vehicles which leave one scene, disappear fmm any view, then
cnter another scene at a later time. This ability enables
wide-area t r a c k q to take place.
The presentation of this system is dividcd ioto five sections:
Hardware Infrastructure, Intra-Scene Vision, Inter-Scene
Vision, Implementation and Software Infrastructure, and
Results
The section on Hardware Infrastructure describes the goals,
requirements, and implementation issues of a large-scale,
outdoor vision infrastructure capable of supporting high
quality, distributed computer vision applications.
The
Intra-Sccnc Tracking section describes the methods used to
implement common computer vision processing io a madular
and scalable framework. And, finally, the section on
Inter-Scene Vision describes the implementation of an
infrastructure which allows for data fusion among an arbitrary
number of sensors.
Implementation and Software
Infrastructure discusses Some ofthe issues in large-scale vision
system design. The paper concludes with apresentation of data
and results from an example application with corresponding
discussion.
11. RELATEDWORK
Research in multi-sensor computer vision is increasing with
the introduction of powerful multi-purpose processors and
digital imaging sensors. These changes have led to .the
development of camera networks, which have introduced and
expanded the scope of research in vision-based lracking. In
I996 Rander, Narayanan, and Kanade developed a system for
the recovery of scene StrucNre from multiple image sequences
[3]. In 1999 Boyd, Hunter, Kelly, et al. developed a camera
network and processing architecture for 3D tracking and
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Fig. I . Applicnrion~he~inp?DVinvalllaionoitheuidc-srca~nvir~nm~nl
beinguackcd. Lircvidcooflh~Er~wuyrcentironethcright.Thhe black linssovcrlhe
livcvidsvnrcavirurlirationofrcrl-timeplnlooodstcction. e,dcrs"bed io thspapcr. Thc )cllow numbcnrupsnmprcd o v ~ r l h e m w s h o wUie numbsrolvehiclcn
fumnlly being Iracked 81 cach lofaion (only I ~near
c four Ian5 OfmffiCin the tisfway imagr are being mcked). The yellow line rbperimpored over Iiw MP
indicates a vehicle h s j u a t hem tmcked benveen Ole Freeway node and the corresponding inteiior campus node.

rendering of intermediate v i e w in outdoor and indoor scenes
[4]. However, both of these systems required some specialucd
digital signal processing equipment, and elahorate set-up
procedures, and neither works in real-time. In 2001 Trivedi,
Mikic, and Kogut presented an architecme allowing for an
arbitrary number of cameras to he connected via standxd
Internet to a network ofstandard computers [5]. Also, Trivedi,
Prati, and Kogut presented Distributed Interactive Video
Arrays for Evcnt-bosed Scene Analysis (DIVA). which is a
aistcr-project to this one, and u c s the same hardwarc
infrastructure [6]. This system uses only open standards for
image and network transfer, and is platform independent in
both sensor and coinputer hardware.
INFKASTRUCTUKE
111. HAKUWAW

Computer vision algorithms depcnd highly on the quality uf
calculated vehicle features. such as color, shape. and location.
The quality of tliess feaNres depends, in Nlns, on the quality of
the raw vidco bciog used as input data. Must publicly available
live trafric video is of relatively poor gualiiy compared to must
data used in computer vision research, including inferior
dynamic range. resolution, and fratlie rate. Many also m e
proprietary nchvnik transmission or compression proloCoI~,
making the data unavailable for most types of image or vidco
processing.
An Intelligent Transportation vision infrastruclurc should
possess the following characteiistics:
0

High video rate (IOfpr or higher)
Data compression for transmission over standard
TP-based nehvorks
High dynamic range or applications which depend on
color features
Scalability. for the e o m m c t i m of networks of arbitrary
size
Modularity, allowing for the addition of new sensor
types, protocols, algorithms, or applications
The sensor nehvork installed by the CVRR lab at UCSD
dunng 2000-2002 fulfills all of these chamctcnstics. and was
insrmmental in the developmsnt, implementation, and testing
of the algorithms described in this paper. There are several
published descriptions of the UCSD ITS infcasliucmrc [SI.
IV. INTRA-SCENE VISION

Intra-scene tracking encompasses tlic algorithms and
arcltitccture which dcal solely with data acquired from a single
cmicra node. This section does not cover tile communication
between nudes, nor thc algorithms that require data fusion
among multiple nodes. The processing steps are performed in
the order they arc esecutcd in a layered, modular vision
architecture: image acquisition, scgnientstion, connected
components and morphology, tracking, and fcaturc calculation.
The goal o f intra-scene tracking is to identify each moving
object in a raw video stream, and 10 maintain the object's
identitywiule it persists within the i m a g view.

Higli-resulul~onvideo (NTSC or greater)
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Segmentation, in the context of this paper, is the
identification of moving objects within a dynamic scene. One
goal of the infrastructure is a segmentation algorithm capable
of working effectively and reliably in a wide range of
environments, and for a wide range of applications. Quality
segmentation results are critical to any tracking application
since errors tend to be propagated to subsequmt pmcessing
steps. Segmentation is also sensitive to application context and
cnvimnment, requiring ad-hoc tuning of algorithm parameters.
While the segmentatinn algorithm in this paper certainly
doesn't completely solve all these problems, it is relatively
robust with respect to many of the aforementioned problems.
Thc algorithm is based on an algorithm developed by Ivana
Mikic [9]. The algorithm employs local, spatial, and temporal
information in segmenting moving objects. The local
information is the use of pixel information in determining the
segmentation. The spatial information is based on the
assumption that moving objects will be represented in thc
image by compact, eomected clusters of pixels. The tempoi;nl
information is the based on the assumption that the state of a
pixel in the current image can be predicted from its state in a
previous image.

I

C. Morphology and Connected-Components

A . /mugc Acqrrisifion
Thc iinplcincntcd iinagc acquisition module The input to each
single-scnsor nodc is a stream of raw images. There are no
rcquircmcnts of the propcrtics of the iinagcs (size, rcsolution,
color dcpfh, ctc). Any convenlional iinagc or video capture
inctliod may be used, such as digital captuie cards, USB
conncctioiis, imagcs strcained over IP networks, or most
common vidco filc formats. Howevcr, the quality of thc
acquircd data may affcct thc ovcrall pcrfonnance and quality
of somc of thc processing steps, such as scginentation. The rate
of image acquisition may also affcct processing results,
dcpcnding on thc vclocity of tbc moving objects bcing trackcd,
and thc perspcctivc by which lhc objects are being viewed.
Ciiincrn location tcnds to be a contexts-dependent problem,
dctennincd largcly by thc rcquircmcnts of the application.
This flexibility in thc iinagc acquisition module is achicved
through the usc of fhe OpcnCV library and the Java Media
Framework libmry in thc iinplcmentnlion of the infrasrmchlre
[7]-[8]. Methods of iinplcmcntation are further discussed later
in this pnpcr.

B. Scgtrienfufion

Image morphology and a connected components algorithm
are used to extract quality "blobs" from the raw segmentation
data. Blobs, in this case, are groups of foreground pixels, as
classified by thc above segmentation algorithm, which
potentially make up a moving object in the environment.
The segmentation algorithm classifieseach pixel in an image
as one of three classes: foreground, background, or shadow.
Segmentation algorithms tend to introduce a significant amount
of noise in their output. This noise manifests itself as small,
scattered clusters of pixels. These clusters are usually false
positive classifications. Therefore it is desirable to remove
them before the errors propagate to further processing steps.
Common image morphology steps are used to remove these
clusters.
The resulting clusters are then input into a
connected-components algorithm. The connected component
algorithm identifiesand labels groups of connected pixels. The
connccted-components algorithm also uses a 4-neighbor
connectivity. During the connected-components processing,
the centroid ofeach blob in image coordinates is also calculated
and stored.

D. Color Matching
The perspectives and lighting conditions i n each field of
view of a wide-area tracking system are likely to vary quite a
bit. This variation presents a problem to feature-matching
systems which use identifying featurcs such as color and shape
in tracking vehicles through non-overlapping fields of view.
Also, if multiple types of sensors are used, the color properties
of the input data may very significantly. The color matching
system used in this paper is the AutoColor Matching System, as
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described by Zeng and Crisman. [I I]. This system assumes
that the color of asphalt is reasonably constant among camera
views, and uses the color obtained from the asphalt in each
scene to match other wlom among the scenes. This details of
this matching are omitted since they are outside the scope of
this paper.

recorded to disk on an application-dependent basis to avoid
excessive memory requirements. The @a structure which
describes each blob contains the following information: time
stamp of data capture, centroid location, size, aspect ratio,
average blob hue, average blob sabuation, average blob
intensity, and platoon ID (see below).

E. Intra-Scene Tracking
The trncking problem, in the context of this paper, is
effectively the data association problem. Specifically, in frame
i, there is a set of blobs, B, , produced by the connected
components algorithm. Assuming an emr-free segmentation,
each of these blobs represents some unique moving object in
the scene, and there is a oue-to-one mapping between the blobs
and the real objects. In the following frame,ICl, there is anew
set ofblobs, B,,, . The goal of the data association algorithm is

to find a mapping between the members of B, and B,,I such
that there is a one-to-one mapping W e e n the blobs in each set
such that the pairs ofmapped blobs both represent the same real
object.
A simple, mtuitive, solution to this problem was
selected for use in this project because of the high quality
segmentation results possible, and the relatively low number of
tracked objects ( 4 5 ) present at any given time, avoiding the
computational explosion that sometimes results in the data
association problem. A limited nearest-neighbor search is used
to map blobs in consecutive'fiame.
Each track is stored within L e system as an ordered list of
blobs. The state of each track is also stored at each time step.
The state includes the time, the o b j m velocity. and the object
size. The velocity is calculated usingEuclidean distance, along
with the time, I, between frame captures. While a motion
model, such as those used in Kalman filter-based tracking,
could improve the accuracy of the tracking. the results obtained
by this method proved sufficient.

F. Feature Calculation
The feature calculation module calculates and stores
identifying features of each object being tracked. Tho
determination of which object features best identify classes of
moving objects (people, vehicles, etc.) is one of the key
research problems in intra-scene tracking. The optimal feature
cr features to use in uniquely identifying objects is largely

detected blob in each frame of video. Past data is discarded or

I
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G. Platoon Detection
The idea of a platoon is derived from Intelligent
Trawortation literature where a platoon is defined as a
sequence of two or more vehicles traveling in close proximity
in the same direction, and in the same lane [I I].
In this
application, the defmition of the term is relaxed to include any
group of one or more objects traveling in the same direction,

that are entirely within a predefined region of the road scene.
vehicles that
area selves to avoid

The

~
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near the horizon, or that are only partially within the image
plane. This avoids including vehicles that tend to have less
reliable feature data, such as erroneous size estimates, or
missing occludcd pixels. New platoons are created only when
one or more vehicles either leave or enter the defined region.
This avoids the creation of redundant platoons. However, a
vebiclc may be assigned to multiple different platoons during
its trip through the defined region, and every vehicle is assigned
to at least one platoon. The high-level vision module consists of
the algorithms thatcaitsrmctgmphs based an the input h n i the
lowlevel vision module, and the algorithm which matches
graph bctwcen thc two cameras sites,

graphs are graphs in which each node and edge has a label. In
this paper, nodcs vehicle models, and edges encode information
about the spatial arrangement of vehicles in the platoon. In the
current implementation. the nodes contain the color
infonnarion calculated in the feature calculation model, and the
edges are the Euclidean distance between vehicles. The
module co~~structs
a CoMected graph from the platoon and
spatial information, so that edgcs exist between a vehicle, and
all other vehicles in the platoon. While this increases the
computational load an the niatching module, described, below,
the total complexity is relatively low if platoon sizes are
restricted to 1-6 vehicles, as is typical in the demonstration
implementation associated with this paper.

V. INTER-SCENE
VISION
Inter-scene tracking is the fusion of tracking data rcceived from
multiple individual sensors to allow the tracking of vehicles as
they move among nodcs without overlapping fields of view.
This type of tracking is impossible with data from singlcs nodes
working independently. The input of the inter-scene tracking
data is the calculatccl output from the intra-scene tracking
modules~ No raw video data is used at the inter-scene level.
The output is the history of movemcnt and a unique ID of every
vehicle which has moved among niultiplc tield-of-view with a
ccrtainty that passes a predetermined threshold. The steps in
inter-scene vision include: fcatirrc vector calculation, graph
creation, and graph matching.
A . Feature Vecroi-Calcularion
A feature v e ~ t o ris constructed for the set of feahxe data
describing cach blob. This feature data is reported to the
inter-scene tracking module by multiple, indcpendcnt
mtre-scene tracking modules in an asynchronous nianner. That
is, tlic data ratc from each intra-scene nodc may vary depending
on scene complexity, processing power, and network
transmission bottlenecks. The feature vcctors are used i n
subsequcnt processing steps, primarily in the formation of
“platoon graphs” and the matching of moving objects which
have traveled among two or more camera views. The vedeors
are easily modifiable to adapt to various applications or
environrnenrs.
In the demonstration implemenwtion, each
w m r includes the following infomiation: blob size, blob calor
(hue, saturation, and intensity), blob aspect ratio. This vcctor
of feahsres appears sufficient to discriminate moving objects
from each other with sufficient accuracy to denionstrate
efleective inter-sccnc tracking in a variety of scenarios. The
methud of actually calculating the likclihood of a match is
cnplaincd in the following sections.
U. Graph Creation
A graph data structure is used to model the moving objects in a
scene. at any givcn moment. The aspects being modeled are the
visual characteristics of all the moving objects. as well as ihcir
spatial orientation.
The graph creation niodule models goups. or platoons, of
cars in a road sccnc as a labeled. undirected graph. Labelcd

C. Graph A4niching
Platoon matching is the core of the inter-scene tracking
algorithm. It performs the “matching” of nioving objects
which travel among camera sites, and allows for a unique,
environment-wide ID to be assigned to a vehicle which is
successfully identified via the platoon-matching system.
The platoon-matcher matchcs graphs between the two
camera sites. A close match betwecn two graphs suggcsts a
strong likelihood that the graphs correspond to the same, or
roughly the same, platoon of cam. A probability threshold is
used to detcnninc the matches. Tho first step in tlic matching
algorithm is to creatc sets of data graphs from Sitc 2 for cach
pattern graph from Site I. Both the distznce between tht’ .~
.;xes,
and the platoon velocitics are known, so apredicted travel time
may be calculated for platoons traveling from Site I to Sire 2.
All platoons at Site 2 Lliat MI within a reasonable timc of their
prcdictcd arrival time are used as dara graphs to match with the
pattern graph. Once a set of data graphs has been assembled,
they are matched individually with the pattern graph from Site
I . Becsusc of the noisy nature of computcr vision data, aod the
unpredictable nature of freeway traffc an approximate graph
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matching algorithm is used, which allows for disparities
beween the graphs, such as missing or extra nodcr. These
might result! from common intra-scene vehicle tracking
problems, such as occlusion.
The graphmatching module is based on the approximate
graph matching algorithms presented in [IO]. The algorithm
constructs a mapping between the pattcrn graph and each data
graph by finding a sequence of edit operations that would
convert the data graph to the pattern graph. The edit operations
used are: node relabeling, node deletion. node insertion. edge
daheI;ng, edge deletion. and edge iruerrion. A cost function,
1,is associated with each edit operation. The cost functions
used in this implementatioo are shown below. a and h are either
cdges OT nodm in the fallowing notation:
0

Nodc

relabeling:
the
Mahalanohis distance behveen the color features of
h e WOnodes.

A(o --f b) = (x. - xb)'C-'(x,

0

-x b )

Node deletion: ,%(a 4 A) = Ix,I, thz magnitude of
the vector of the nude being deleted.

0

Node insertion is the same as the above, substituting
the inserted node for the deleted node.

Edge cost functions are analogous to node Cost functions,
with the arithmetic differences and magnitudes substituted for
the vector functions.
The total cost function for a graph match is the sum of all
cost functions for a mapping between the data and pattern
graphs. It can he shown that the minimum-cost mapping
corresponds to the least cost sequence of edit opcrations [12].
Calculating the minimum-cost niilpping can he cast as a
state-space search problem, the details of which are shown in
[12].

Minuiium-cost mappings are calcuidted for all graph-nmtching
conibinations. The double threshold evaluvtion method of was
uscd to dctermine true matches. In this method, the two
least-cost scores arc uscd [ I I].The best score must pass an
absolute cost threshold, and also the difference between the two
scores must pass another threshold. This method serves to
rcducc the number of false positive matchcs.
If the mapping with the lowest cost passes a pre-defined
matching threshold value, the data graph associated with the
partcm graph is assumed to he a true match to the pattern graph.
IHowevcr, the graphs are not iicccssarily identical, duc to the
node ;tnd edge operations allowed in the matching algorithm.
\'I.

IhlPLEMENl',\TlON ANI)

SOtTWARSINFRASTRUCTURE

Thc sofhv-areiinplcmentiltion used to demonstrate the ahove
alporittuns was codcd in Jnra, with S O ~ Cuse of the OpenCV
libray to perform computaiiondlly expensive cornputer vision

Fig. 5. The doted lines indicate smne of the roadways lakm by rchiclcs in the
tcrrdara. Alie indicated arc the approximate fields-of-uicwofthe c~lrnraswed
IO CBPN~C Ihc tcIt dam. Both imges are I* the same fcak. The ficcway is
eight I m e i wide. four in crch dirccrion. m d the toadways in the image on Ihe
leR arc onc Imc in o c h dirsction~

tasks. While Java is not, typically, an ideal language for
computer vision tasks, it was used in this care because of its
strength in easily producing distributed code, and its platform
independence.
The eofhvare infrastructure allows distributed computing. on
two levels: sensor site proccssing, and high-level vision
processing. A m a l l self-contained video S C N C I at each sensor
site performs data compression, and serves video to an arbitrary
number of clients. This minimizes the bandwidth necessary
for the transmission of video streams.
The next level of distributed computing oceurs in a
high-level vision processing manager. This manager employs
the resources of an arbitrary number of general-purpose
computers in order to successfully maintain real-timc video
processing. Java IVL, Sun Ja\,a's implementation of CORBA,
is used to distribute vision processing among multiple physical
machines. Figure 4 depicts an outline of the organization of the
SDftware infrastructure.

VII. DATAr\ND RESULTS

Figure 2 shows some snapshots from the four cameras nodcs
used in rhc demonstration application. Thcse are four scenes

from the sensonzed college campus used as a test-bed.
Figure 4, below, shows the application mterface, and
includes a 2D visualization of the campus area, with the
locations ofthe camera nodcs with approximate fields ofview.
Data collected includes 5-minute segments of video
simultlneously rccordcd from all four views. Three sets of
video were recorded, each at a differcnt titne of day, to collect a
wide rangc of conditions and traffic dcnsities. Althougl~thc
data IS "canned," thc application IS run as if thc data were
real-time - rhc data does not "wait" for the application.
There ate threc performancc nictrics calculated. The first
metric tcsts the performancc of thc sohvsrc iIIfiaStruCNIc'S
ability to distributc computational load to maintain effective
data processinzrates as additioonl Camera nodes are added. In
this example, only three physical cotnputers are uscd, however
the data suggests that distributed computing significantly
irnprovcs thc~dataproccssing rate ovcr what a single machine
could perform. The framcs-per-sccond r3dngs below are in
average of thc frame proccssing rates of all processed vidco
streams. The performance results arc:
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I nodc: 14 framcs per second ( f p s )
2nodcs: 14 fps
3 nodcs: 13 fps
0 4nodcs. 8 fps
As cxpectcd, thc frame ratc dmps significantly when multiple
vidco slrcatns havc to pmccsscd by one machinc, which is the
casc whcn thc numbcr proccsscd video streams exceeds' the
numbcr of availablc machincs.
Thc sccond mctric tcst thc rc-identification accuracy using
a data set crcated by rccording staged driving maneuvers in
vcry light traflic. The rcsults arc shown as percentages of
successful rc-idcntification of moving objects traveling
bctwccn scnsor nodcs vs. a hand-countcd mound
huth. The
results show considcrable success in re-identifying the
platoons. Thc fnilun: cascs are largely duo to false positives in
onc CBSC whcm two cars havc very similar color. This problem
could bc solved by using additional feature, such as vehicle
classification. in discriminating betwecn vehicles.
Thc rcsults for this data set am pmscnted in Table 1.

Table 2 - "Real World" Inter-Scene Trackinz Results

0
0
0

I2

13

14

1

I

I

I

II

(TILRNAROUND)

11 4

'Pablc I. "1.nbanlory" rc-i&mificslion x:sur%y rates. Ths numberr in
~ n ~ c ~ ~ lwe
h ctlie
~ unumbers
s
of test WECI u s d i n calculating Le wmeii rale.
Thc rcildls arc bidircclioni!l. nrming Ih81Ihmc is no diminclionbawccn B

vchislc Imvciing I~~,rnodc2lo,,ado3,ornodc3tonodc2.Tixnumbcrrnrs
YS. a sa hnad-aninlcd ground I r ~ t l lIFIIcarer combincd from several vidw
EIQIU~C scs~ions, '11s lrccwny node in bble localion 4.4 indicntc
C
rc-idenlificminn"I llic S U ~ localion

Thc third inctric tcsts thc pcrformance of the inter-scene
tracking algorithni in rcal-world tcsting., with the system being
mn in rcal-world conditions. Thcse results are shown in Table
2. While thc tracking rcsults may not appear to be "good," it
should be notcd that they arc companhlc to results obtained by
othcr modalitics, such as inductivc loops [lo], that wide-area
tracking is a difficult problem. Problcms introduced by
mal-world operation arc problclns typical to real-world
computcr vision, and inclndc the introduction of noise from
high traffic density, occlusions, and erratic vehiclc behavior in
tlic on-campus cnvironmcnt. An example of erratic behavior
including stopping ncar thc campus shuttlc turnaround point to
pick up pnsscngcrs, a scenario which thc sysrcm is not yet able
to h;lndlc.
Rcsults in the frccway data arc generally lower
bccausc thc ficcway sccnc contains largc numbers of vehicles
moving ut high spccd, and is a difticult scene for computer
vision, pnrticularly for rc-identifying vehicles since many
vchiclcs look the snmc cvcn whcn trying to manually
rc-idcntify vcliiclcs in rccordcd video.

I

Table 2, Live rc-identificationac~uracyr~1u.The reduced accuracy
arc
largely cawed by much higher mfic densky, which E B U P ~ Sooclwion. and
inUaEs
the i h i i h d .,f fakc wsitive emnh 1Mtches. in l h c m
~ olto.
rc-idmificalione1 Le same location was not m i d e r e d .
~

~

~~

~~

~~~

~~

.

VIII. DISCUSSION

oneof the primary

problans with the recent introduction of
large numbers of video cameras to nansportation environments
is the inability ofhuman operatnrs, or classical computer vision
systems, to handle the enormous quantities of data availablc.
Typically, cameras are viewed one-at-a-time in a serial manner.
with only instantaneous information being available to the user.
Distributed real-time vision, together with effective data
visualization, allows new applications to be developed which
enables the display ofnew types ofreal-time informationwhich
may give a more complete, comprebensive view of the state of
the haftic environment. Such information includes site-to-site
trip timc, system-wide traffic flow statistics, and propagation
effects of traftic incidents.
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